On January 19, NSU took back the night for the third time. Students, faculty, and guests of the NSU community gathered to support efforts in recognizing and stopping acts of domestic violence and sexual assault.

This year, Take Back the Night boasted a crowd of over 200 participants and joined Unity Week as product of a collaborated effort between The Offices of Residential Life and F.A.N.S (Feminist Alliance Network). Since October, graduate students Jessica Parker and Jennifer Bowman have worked diligently, organizing a group of leaders to begin the development of the event. Take Back the Night kicked off with a welcome message from Assistant Director of Housing Anthony DeSantis, followed by informative speeches from Dean of Student Affairs, Dr. Brad Williams, and Associate Dean of Student Affairs, Dr. Gay Holiday. Next up came keynote speaker Bob Scott, Manager of Organizational Development and Employee Training at NSU, who educated listeners on taking a stand. His words of hope and determination really impacted the audience, for when he left the podium he was bid farewell with wild applause.

The rally continued with the explanation of the two new additions: The Clothesline Project and Demand Stand. The Clothesline Project was discussed by April Eldemire and Michelle Manley, informing guests as to why T-shirts decorated in catchy slogans like “Hands off - this is my body, not yours” hung on a clothesline behind the stage. Then, co-coordinator Jennifer Bowman explained Demand Stand and the purple shirts students and faculty wore representing statistics. NSU’s Director of Student Counseling, Dr. Douglas Flemons, followed them as he talked about seeking help because of the emotional damage caused by sexual assault and domestic violence.

After all the speeches, the microphone was opened to the audience for a Speak Out; as students began to share their stories, tears began to flow. Emotions ran high as students shared poetry and real life events that affected their lives.

As each speaker had their turn, one thing became evident: NSU’s community was strong and alive, as each person was there to support another. Parker stated, “This event is powerful and really brings people together. It’s about letting the students teach each other and not being preached to. It takes a great deal of courage and I’m amazed at the people willing to speak in front of their peers where it is not confidential and to share their story is the truest form of community”.

The rally neared a close as students formed a circle for a candlelight vigil led by survivor Michael Sue Jenefsky. After a moment of silence, candles were extinguished and guest browsed through booths from organizations such as F.A.N.S, Women’s Rights Institute, Student Counseling, Planned Parenthood, and more. Then F.A.N.S gathered attendees into a group as they passed out signs to prepare for a march around campus, where students and faculty marched chanting slogans such as “People unite, take back the night” and “Hey hey, ho ho, sexual assault has got to go.”

The night was a huge success, with guests from athletic teams, fraternities and sororities on campus, as well as students just willing to support the end to such violence. After the event, Bowman said, “The event never ceases to amaze me. The amount of people that show up, especially the number of young men; it really shows we are reaching the community and the event has evolved into such an amazing rally and march”.

For more information on Take Back the Night or for student counseling readers can contact Jessica Parker for Student Counseling at (954) 262-8911.

By Danielle Garcia
Contribute Writer

United We Stand Against Violence

Electra barely passes the bar

NSU celebrates Unity Week by tearing down the Wall of Hate
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In 2025, world poverty can end. It can end, only if the richest countries - including the United States, Japan, and Germany - would more than double aid to the poorest countries, affirmed a report by the United Nations.

The report is a part of a tremendous project called the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) which includes eight goals, this one known as “Eradicat[ing] extreme poverty and hunger.” The basic goal discussed within the report was to decrease world poverty by half in 2015, and eliminate it entirely by 2025. It explains how 265 experts and graduate students took three years to collect and analyze data needed to aid the effort in ending world poverty. Right now, the report states, more than one billion of the world’s six billion people live on less than $1 a day, and 2.7 billion live on less than $2 a day. Life expectancy in the poorest countries is half that of people in high-income countries.

The report also offers “quick win” recommendations for poorer countries on issues such as replacing organic nitrogen in African soils to triple maize yields, giving de-worming medicines to improve the brain function of school children, and providing access to electricity, water, sanitation and the Internet for all social service institutions. The idea began as a ‘high concept’ theory, although the studies in the report for improving and developing the economies of low-income countries are very realistic. The theory soon became a full-fledged operation. Even middle-income countries can help by funding technical assistance and by investing in debt relief.

By pursuing and stimulating economies of these poor countries and providing technological assistance, world poverty can be a thing of the past.

Rafia Chodhry
News Editor

I have received overwhelming response to a column I wrote regarding my struggle to get a windowed room at the Alvin Sherman Library. Since the requests for an update seem never ending, I think the time has come for a follow-up. Readers, here’s to you!

Soon after publishing that column, I received positive, relaxed reactions from the librarians. As I passed by the circulation desk or stopped to chat with friends, a few employees came up to express positive remarks, save, of course, for my new enemy. “I enjoyed reading your column,” said one kind circulation employee. “That was a really good column about the library,” complemented another. The remarks were mostly generic and didn’t seem to conjure up strong emotions, especially since to many my column appeared “interesting.”

The employees of the circulation desk were the only ones who felt that way, however. Others on campus weren’t so pleased. It appears that the column revealed to them capabilities they never knew a librarian posses.

“Can they really do that?” was the reaction of my advisor. As if I had completely made it up, my friends and colleagues were shocked that this had indeed happened to me. They, too, were alarmed and never knew that a librarian could leave such a mark on your record.

Despite being forever labeled as a window view lover, my experience has been beneficial. The most valuable lesson to come from all of this is that if you get sassy with someone and they take it personally, it can come back to haunt you. In my case, every time my identification card was swiped, the individual sweeping it got a first impression of me. And that impression was not the way anyone would choose to portray themselves.

Take a 30-minute study break.

The End of World Poverty?
Nicolle Garber
Staff Writer

CRIMINAL JUSTICE INSTITUTE

Fast Forward Your Career

The M.S. in Criminal Justice program at Nova Southeastern University offers an online course of study for law/holdings committed to becoming the finest of criminal justice professionals. At NSU, you can choose from various specialty tracks:

- Organizational Leadership
- Behavioral Science
- Business Administration
- Public Administration
- Substance Abuse
- Community Solutions and Partnerships
- Information Systems
- Conflict and Crisis Management
- Child Protection and Juvenile Justice
- Information Security

Home of the Phi Sigma national headquarters
25 percent discount given to NSU undergrad alumni

(954) 262-7061 ▪ 800-541-6682, ext.71081 ▪ www.cij.nova.edu

NSU Nova Southeastern University

By pursuing and investing in government and business relationships, NSU’s Criminal Justice Institute pays attention to the needs and issues of the industry. As such, we are pleased to offer educational and career development training that is focused on emerging trends in justice studies.
Former Envoy to Iraq to Visit NSU

Paul Bremer to be featured in Distinguished Speakers Series

By Greg Kyriakakis
Staff Writer

NSU will be hosting the former Presidential Envoy to Iraq, Ambassador L. Paul Bremer, to speak about Iraq and the war on terror. The Farquhar College of Arts and Sciences’ Third Annual Distinguished Speakers Series event will be held on February 17 at 7:15 p.m. in the Rose and Alfred Miniaci Performing Arts Center.

According to the NSU website, Bremer, acting as Envoy to Iraq since May 2004, was the Administrator of the Coalition Provisional Authority. In this position, he helped lead the reconstruction of Iraq until the current interim government took over in June 2004. Elections held on January 30 will have established a permanent government.

Bremer has served as Special Assistant or Executive Assistant to six Secretaries of State during his 23 year career in the State Department. The Ambassador aided in counter-terrorism efforts by serving on President Bush’s Homeland Security Advisory Council and on the National Academy of Science Commission. Bremer’s overseas relations experience includes holding positions in foreign embassies in Afghanistan, Norway, and the Netherlands.

This December, Bremer and others involved in the Iraq war were honored by President Bush with the Presidential Medal of Freedom for their service. Many expressed doubts that they deserved recognition given the problems in that country, but CBS News reported that Bremer cited deficient numbers of troops in Iraq as the cause of looting, giving credence to those discontented with the administrations handling of the war. Bremer later said that he supported the president’s strategy.

Preceding Bremer’s visit, poet David McNaron will visit NSU on February 14 to present the program “What Saves Us: Poetry, Poets, and War,” featuring poems inspired by the war in Iraq. Other events leading up to Bremer’s visit are still being coordinated.

Library Happenings

By Africa Barfield
Director of Marketing and Community Relations

Book Donations Welcomed!
The Alvin Sherman Library is currently accepting donations for the third biannual used book sale. Donations of used textbooks, hard cover books, paperbacks, magazines, full sets of journals, children’s books, CDs, DVDs, CD/DVD cases, and video cassettes may be dropped off at the circulation desk or with the Collection Development Department. The book sale will be held April 28 through 30. For additional information, please call 954 262-4542.

Books Over Biscotti …..An informal discussion group for adults.

Do you like to talk about books while enjoying biscotti? Books Over Biscotti meets to chat about books and authors on the fourth Thursday of the month, from 7 to 9 p.m. Librarians Paula Adams and Elaine Taylor lead this lively discussion that includes a variety of genres.

On February 24, our selection ties to the Troubled Images exhibit at the library. Famine Ships: Irish Exodus to America by Edward Laxton explores the boundless optimism of Irish immigrants fleeing the potato famine. On March 24, selection from Life of Pi by Yann Martel will produce lively discussion about survival of the fittest. Will it be man, or the tiger he rescues?

Before the enormous success of The Da Vinci Code, Dan Brown penned Digital Fortress. The romance, murder and mayhem will rivet readers on April 28. All books are available for checkout with your Alvin Sherman library card. Join the best book bunch in town. For more information, please call 954 262-5485.

Do you have Crohn’s disease?
You may be eligible to participate in a research study of an oral investigational medicine for Crohn’s disease.

All eligible participants will receive:
• Active study medicine – no placebo
• Light meal plus coffee
• Study-related physical exams
• Study-related lab tests
• Compensation for travel, time

Call now to learn if you qualify for this study:
954-893-9222
Center for Gastroenterology Disorders
Hollywood, FL 33021
Study Contact: Kathy Wills

This investigational medicine acts by blocking one of the processes that causes inflammation of the intestines in people with Crohn’s disease. This investigational medicine acts in a new way, unlike that of any approved medicine.

The investigational medicine is:
• Oral (gel capsules)
• Taken once or twice daily

All participants will receive study medicine containing the active ingredient.

This study is sponsored by Synta Pharmaceuticals Corp.
Age is nothing but a number for Jetsun Pema, younger sister of His Holiness, the 14th Dalai Lama. At 65, she is the backbone for the Tibetan community in Dharamsala, India. Her continuous mission to improve early childhood programs in Tibet and give a sound education to the 16,000 children she helps look after has earned her the prestigious and deserved title, ”Mother of Tibet.”

Since the Chinese occupation of Tibet forced thousands of refugees to exile to India in the early 1960's, Pema has lived up to her goal to give every child in need a shelter and a solid education. "His Holiness has clearly emphasized that the children are our future and to give them a sound education is not only for the benefit of them, but also for the nation and the future of Tibet," she stated at a luncheon in The Barnett Bank Presidential Dining Room at NSU.

The 17 schools and the five villages Pema looks after are scattered all over India. Students are taught up to three languages, including English, Hindi, and Tibetan. Because of the schools and the children's villages, "99.5 percent of all Tibetans attend school. In the past 40 years, because of the education we have given to our young people, almost 80 percent of Tibetans are literate," stated Pema.

The luncheon took place January 20, one of the four days of her visit to NSU. Throughout the luncheon, a select few NSU students and faculty got to chat one-on-one with Pema and her aide, Buddhist Monk Master Tenzin Dhonden. Some were elated to have the opportunity to dine with His Holiness sister; for others it was a history lesson. “I never knew that Tibetans were exiled from China” stated one student.

One of the main purposes of Pema's visit was to "accept" two full scholarships provided by NSU to two Tibetan students in Dhonden's name. "After a rigorous application process, we selected two male students," stated Pema. Both students will attend NSU in the fall and will be living on campus. One will pursue medicine, the other, business.

For more information on Tibet’s Children Village, donations, or to sponsor a child, visit http://www.tibchild.org/TCV.htm.
At noon on January 21, 2005, the Wall of Hate came down hard. Yellow ropes were grasped by NSU students and faculty; within five minutes, the call was given for everyone to pull … and CRASH. Gray powder and cement pieces went flying through the air as the crowd turned their heads to avoid getting dust into their eyes.

The wall, erected as a part of Unity Week, was composed of cement blocks painted with vulgar and hateful words by NSU students and faculty. The destruction of the wall signifies the “removal of the veil of ignorance,” as the wall stood as a barrier preventing us from working together. When the dust finally cleared, everyone was allowed to take a piece of “the wall” with them.
NSU Celebrates

Cultural Taste Festival at NSU brings students together

Above: (Left to Right) Anna Chen, Jimmy Chen and Jason Lee enjoy food from the cultural taste festival. Center: Hillel Blue and White "Schwarma". Right: Flamenco performers entertain.

Natasha Wood, NEA member, serves students food.

Students dance the night away at the Unity Jam

Above Left: Students help themselves to food. Above Right: Steel Drummers entertain students.

Above: Rico set the turntables on fire and heated up the Unity Jam. Below: The crowd gets their "dance on" at the Unity Jam. Photos by Steve Hernandez.

Demand Stand

By Danielle Garcia

Demand Stand was this year’s second addition to Take Back The Night. Organizer Jennifer Bowman, Grad Assistant for the Office of Volunteerism, designed this project as a display of important statistics that students and faculty on campus should be aware of.

When Bowman designed this project she went based on an traditional event from her undergraduate school called “Dead Day”: a day when students wore shirts to symbolize statistics dealing with alcohol and drunk driving.

Bowman used the basic idea of “Dead Day,” but changed it to suit Take Back The Night and Unity Week.

Bowman ordered sixty purple shirts for students and faculty to wear as representation of statistics, and within three weeks, she was able to distribute all of the t-shirts. Each came with packages of small paper slips with statistics of how commonly rape occurs and uncommonly it is reported.

Bowman said, “Demand Stand is a way for students to passively, as well as actively, see and participate in the demonstration about spreading the awareness of rape.”
Project Clothesline

By Danielle Garcia  Contributing Writer

Project Clothesline is in its inaugural year at NSU, and made its debut at Take Back The Night on January 19. Graduate Assistants April Eldemire and Michelle Manley joined efforts to bring this powerful tool to fruition, and after nearly thirty T-shirts were designed by clubs, organizations, and students on campus, Eldemire and Manley knew it would be a success.

The Clothesline Project is a visual display of shirts with graphic messages and illustrations that speak out against sexual assault and domestic violence. The project provides a way to give every woman a voice, and serves as both a moving tribute and a vital means of conveying the enormity of the problem of violence against women. Different colors convey different meanings, but the messages were all the same: violence has to stop. Manley stated, "This event is important because so many are affected but never recognized. Sexual assault and domestic violence are issues that hold a significant place in my heart, and I felt this project was a powerful way of fighting against both."

Shirts hung for the Clothesline Project. Photos by Danielle Garcia

T-Shirt Colors:
- **White** represents women who died because of violence
- **Yellow or beige** represents battered or assaulted women
- **Red, pink, and orange** are for survivors of rape and sexual assault
- **Blue and green** T-shirts represent survivors of incest and sexual abuse
- **Purple or lavender** represents women attacked because of their sexual orientation
- **Black** is for women attacked for political reasons.
GOT IDEAS?

NSU needs your help finding its new mascot!

(See details on how to submit your suggestions in next week’s paper)

The mascot will be chosen by YOU!

board meeting

H. Wayne Huizenga School
of Business and Entrepreneurship

At the Huizenga School of Business & Entrepreneurship, you'll develop the entrepreneurial spirit you need to succeed in the real business world. Outside the classroom, you'll network with working business professionals through our Distinguished Luncheon Series. Past guest speakers have included BMW's O. Richard Wagner and GE's Jack Welch. Inside the classroom, you'll learn from supportive, accessible professors who bring real-life business experience to their teaching. Even class itself will be a networking opportunity, since many of your classmates will also be working professionals.

This engaged learning environment will prepare you to achieve your real-world career goals, whether you're starting your own business or trying to advance in a large company. So, start networking right now.

Call us at 1.800.672.7223, ext. 5168 or visit us at www.huizenga.nova.edu

BACHELOR'S

Accounting • Business Administration • Entrepreneurship • Human Resource Management

MASTER'S

Leadership • MBA • Social Sciences • Executive Education... and more
Over the past few years, the media’s international interest areas have been isolated, focusing on events and troubles in a small, specific part of the world. Though formerly the target of much international recognition, the Irish troubles have been recently neglected as far as the international community is concerned. “Troubled Images: Posters and Images of the Northern Ireland Conflict,” an exhibition and symposium at Nova Southeastern University’s Alvin Sherman Library, hopes to help bring the Irish conflict back to the world’s stage. From February 5 to March 20, “Troubled Images” will be on display, bringing artifacts from the conflict here to NSU.

Recent events make attention to the Irish conflict quite pertinent. Embodying a unique spin on the typical religious conflict, Ireland’s troubles have pit Catholic Nationalists against Protestant Loyalists for decades. NSU’s Irish history virtuoso Dr. Doan has said “there has been a lot of political discussion on the future of the peace process [in Ireland]. The recent bank heist in Northern Ireland, which netted $50 million for someone, possibly the IRA, has generated a huge backlash. President Bush may ‘disinvite’ the Sinn Fein leader, Gerry Adams, to the White House for the traditional St. Patrick’s Day ‘Shamrock meeting,’ in which Irish leaders on both sides of the conflict come together in hopes to move forward with the peace process.

The “Troubled Images” symposium will open at 1 p.m. on February 5 with a series of discussions and dramatic and visual presentations about the conflict between Irish Catholic Nationalists and Protestant Loyalists, as well as the peace process. Enriching the symposium with alternative presentations, academicians from NSU and other universities will perform scenes from plays and read poetry dealing with the conflict beginning at 2 p.m. in the lobby of the Parker Building. February 5’s events will close with a reception opening the month-and-a-half long poster presentation, at which time Yvonne Murphy of the Linen Hall Library in Belfast, Northern Ireland, will speak.

The event will, in addition to featuring an immense display of genuine artifacts from the Irish conflict, such as 70 original posters which are visiting from the Linen Hall Library collection of over 3,000, include a film series. Four consecutive Saturdays in February, films will be showcasing different issues from the conflict will be highlighted and then discussed by distinguished guests such as the filmmakers, a judge and an author.
This Week in Arts and Entertainment

Movie Openings:

**Boogeyman** opens to audiences nationwide on February 4. Screen Gems’ suspense/horror film is rated PG-13 and stars Barry Watson, Emily Deschanel, and Lucy Lawless. Synopsis: The story tells the haunting tale of a young man traumatized by memories of terrible events he experienced in his childhood bedroom and who, years later, reluctantly returns home to face his fears of a monstrous entity that could be real or merely a figment of his imagination.

**The Wedding Date** opens to audiences nationwide on February 4. Universal Picture’s comedy/romance film is rated PG-13 and stars Barry Watson, Emily Deschanel, and Lucy Lawless. Synopsis: After returning to her parent’s London home for her sister’s wedding, a young woman hires a male escort to pretend to be her boyfriend when she is forced to re-encounter her ex-fiancé.

**Harry and Max** opens to limited audiences on February 4. This TLA Releasing is a drama/musical/romance that stars Bryce Johnson, Cole Williams, Rain Phoenix and Tom Gilroy. Synopsis: This is the story of two pop star brothers who go out on a camping trip together, during which they come to terms with their dysfunctional family past and the affection that they have for each other that crosses into the incestuous. At 23, Harry is the older brother whose boy band career is on the slide, while his 16-year-old brother is a rising star icon.

Concerts/Performances:

**Steel Pulse** 2/1 & 2 Culture Room 8 p.m.

Jan 31, **Snoop Dogg** 7 p.m. Revolution

**Motorcycles on Ice** 2/4/2005 Office Depot Center 8 p.m.

**Toasters** 2/4 Culture Room 8 p.m.

Hey! Looks like Fun!

The Wall of Hate was a profound project: it was meant to obliter ate the slurs that have become vivid renditions of hate throughout our society. Individuals were able to paint blocks at several locations on campus, giving them a voice in protest against others who deal in verbal hate. The blocks represented oppression, suppression, pain and the formation of many outcasts. You’d think that this would mean that the Wall of Hate would have evoked more thought than many on this campus gave it. As students passed by the painters, they ridiculed the writing on the wall. They pointed and they laughed—maybe out of surprise—but not out of shock, and certainly not out of horror or disgust. What was even better and more ironic than the hecklers were those people who walked by exclaiming, “Hey! Looks like fun!” Those thrill seekers were easy converts to the Wall of Hate painting crew; however they had NO idea what they were doing.

I can’t help but wonder, or rather complain, that all the hard work done to bring Unity Week to realization may have been lost on those who simply didn’t get it. Unity is the opposite of the fragmentation of society that is often caused by hate.

I know that this year’s Unity Week had a lot more participants than in the past. The audience at Take Back the Night grew by leaps and bounds; the Cultural Taste of NSU enjoyed a tent full of people partaking of foods from various cultures. Yet, at the end of the week the Wall of Hate stood tall, looming, waiting to tumble down. I can’t help but think that though it is now in shambles, it still stands.

Digressions: Encouraging Self-Expression at NSU

By Neil K. Mayer
Contributing Writer

**Digressions** is a literary magazine that has now become an annual opportunity for NSU students to present works of poetry, prose or artwork to the rest of the NSU community. Digressions, which was first published last year, brought together various genres that reflected the best-written works that the NSU student body had to offer. The Division of Humanities has decided to sponsor this magazine for the second year, giving students a means of showcasing their talents in writing and art.

Digressions increases the scope of artistic, student-run extracurricular activities at NSU by encouraging self-expression and creativity. Dr. Susan Ferris, Dr. Lynn Wolf, and Dr. Marliana Santos are heading up the project, but NSU students will have the ultimate say in which selections are chosen for publication. It should be noted that this publication is not a competition for a predetermined number of selections that will be published: the nature of the magazine lends to the idea that art, if prepared with deep thought or raw emotion, cannot necessarily be “bad.” Before being read, all of the work will be re-titled; none of the editors will know who wrote each submission. Students do not have to fear rebuff about their writing talents.

Copies will be created and distributed throughout the campus, free of charge. Don’t miss out on this chance to get in on the ground floor of what is sure to be an NSU tradition for years to come. Submissions can be turned in through February 28 to the drop box by the Humanities Department on the third floor of the Parker Building, or electronically to siminovs@nova.edu.

Good luck and we look forward to reviewing your entries!
Elektra: Barely Electrifying

By Paul Saneaux
Staff Writer

RATING: $2

Unoriginal plot, worn-out action sequences.

After the recent curse of unimpressive, disappointing movies based on Marvel icons, moviegoers were hoping for salvation. The Punisher, Daredevil, and The Hulk left critics and theater patrons weeping tears of anguish, while the Spiderman renditions were the only exceptions to the throng of shameful attempts to recreate classic comic book action. The public deserves more decent adaptations of the people’s beloved comic book mantras. Unfortunately, Elektra does not deliver the goods.

Simply put, the film’s main flaw is an unoriginal plot that has been stoned to death in various action flicks. Elektra is resurrected by the Order of the Hand, a powerful group of ninja assassins, and is sent to dispose of a man and his daughter. However, Elektra ends up befriending her targets and must now defend them from the Hand. This rehashed storyline is as exciting as waiting 20 minutes in line for overpriced popcorn.

The film was ridiculously riddled with inconsistencies: one of the members of the Order of the Hand, Stone (Bob Sapp), has an impenetrable body, yet he looks completely normal. He should have at least been given skin with a rocky texture. Another member, Tattoo (Chris Ackerman), was virtually an artist’s rendition of the animal kingdom; however, the animals were not confined to his body but often leaped from his skin to come to life. His makeup took the special effects team six hours to apply, and it’s not far fetched to think that a rough airbrush texture could have been achieved on Stone—the maybe this is an example of shoddy budget appropriations. How much supernatural nonsense can you pack into an action flick? The Hand practices the ever-so-popular art of black magic and all of its stooges have superhuman abilities… Oh wait—that’s not true—the film’s main character is devoid of such skill, which is a complete oversight at best, because she was trained to be the greatest but left without any paranormal claim to fame. Any kind of unique ability, besides Elektra’s martial arts skills, would have made the action sequences more than a series of the typical, interspersed slow-motion shots and unconvincing stunt wire antics.

Elektra consequently falls short—awfully short—of proving a respectable action film experience. The movie was dull by the standards that made Spiderman and X-Men successful. The performances given by the cast were mediocre, the action sequences were nothing moviegoers have not yet seen, and plot was devoid of distinct storytelling methods. Elektra should have remained dead.

For Pointless Bloodshed, There’s Always Assault on Precinct 13

By Greg Kyriakakis
Staff Writer

RATING: $3

Underdeveloped characters, predictable, good action

Remakes of classic films have become quite popular as the well of ideas in Hollywood runs dry. The 1976 film, Assault on Precinct 13, is the latest to receive an update.

Precinct 13 is heavy on action, but also repetitive in this respect. Since the precinct itself is not terribly large, the attempts to breach the building become monotonous; squads of gunmen try to enter and are shot dead on numerous occasions. The confinement of the characters leads to the usual bickering about who can and cannot be trusted, since Sergeant Jake Roenick (Ethan Hawke) decides to let the inmates help fend off their attackers by carrying weapons.

Among the prisoners is Beck (John Leguizamo), who elicits humor and sympathy as a drugged-up inmate, and Bishop (Lawrence Fishburne), who is underdeveloped and serves as nothing more than targets for Elektra’s martial arts skills, would have made the action sequences more than a series of the typical, interspersed slow-motion shots and unconvincing stunt wire antics.

Elektra consequently falls short—awfully short—of proving a respectable action film experience. The movie was dull by the standards that made Spiderman and X-Men successful. The performances given by the cast were mediocre, the action sequences were nothing moviegoers have not yet seen, and plot was devoid of distinct storytelling methods. Elektra should have remained dead.

Beck (John Leguizamo) and Bishop (Lawrence Fishburne) plan their next move. Photo Courtesy Rogue Pictures.
Be an Orientation Leader! Summer 2005

For more information, contact New Student Services at 954-262-8050 or at orientation@nova.edu

Applications are available at the following locations:
Office of New Student Services, Parker 131
Fauquier College of Arts and Sciences, Office of the Dean, Martinon, Second Floor
Division of Student Affairs, Parental 102
Office of Student Activities and Leadership Development, Parental 234
Residential Life and Housing, Goodwin Residence Hall, Fort Lauderdale Lobby
Academic Division Offices

Applications are due to New Student Services (Parker, Room 131) by Friday, February 4th, 2005 at 5:00 P.M.

---

New

PASS IT ON

Reduced Fare College Bus Pass

Broward County Transit (BCT) has a new 31-Day Reduced Fare College Bus Pass for only $16.00*. THAT'S HALF THE COST OF THE REGULAR 31-DAY BUS PASS—A 50% SAVINGS!

THE REDUCED FARE COLLEGE BUS PASS:
• can be used for 31 consecutive days
• is a magnetic swipe card for easy use
• can be used to get to school, libraries, the beach, malls, movies, and more
• is for students attending Broward Community College (BCC), Florida Atlantic University (FAU), Florida International University (FIU) and Nova Southeastern University (NSU) ONLY
• requires current student identification card at time of purchase

SOLD AT THE FOLLOWING BROWARD COUNTY LIBRARY LOCATIONS:
• Main Library 100 S. Andrews Avenue, Ft. Lauderdale
• North Regional Library 1100 Coconut Creek Blvd., Coconut Creek
• South Regional Library 7300 Pines Blvd., Pembroke Pines
• Southwest Regional Library 1835 Sheridan Street, Pembroke Pines

954-357-8400
www.broward.org/bct and click on “College Bus Pass”

*Reduced Fare College Bus Pass is a pilot program that ends December 31, 2005.
**Women’s Basketball Team Overtakes the University of Tampa 58-55**

Nine Wins out of Ten Games for NSU

By Alicia Winslett  
Sports Editor

The women's basketball team took on the University of Tampa 55-58 on January 22, setting them at 5-2 in the Sunshine State Conference. Coming into the game, Tampa was 4-1 in the SSC, and had a ten-game winning streak.

The Knights' reserves outscored the University of Tampa's reserves 16-6. The Knights also held a 32-22 advantage in points in the first half. Cloud led NSU with 10 points and snatching eight rebounds.

In addition, Marsh also served as the director of junior instruction at PGA National, starting high school training and an elite junior program which produced top-ranked juniors and college scholarship recipients. He has also coached and taught professional players on the Nationwide, Golden Bear and Futures Tour.

Marsh was trained and mentored by Golf Digest Top 100 instructors, Charlie King, Wayne DeFrancesco, Mike Bender, Mark Wood, Brian Mogg and Mike Adams. He holds a Bachelor of Science in political science from Western Maryland College, where he was a four-year starter on the men's golf team and a two-time NCAA National Championship participant.
WOMEN’S BASKETBALL (10-8, 5-2 SSC)

The Lady Knights have won nine of 10 and are tied for first in the Sunshine State Conference. NSU is a perfect 4-0 on the road in conference play. Junior guard Missy Guadagnino (Winter Springs, Fla.) has scored in double figures in eight straight games and is averaging 10.2 points-per-game. Guadagnino ranks second in the SSC with 81 assists (4.50 apg). Sophomore forward Jennifer Havens (Ontario, Ore.) is second on the team in scoring (11.7 ppg) and ranks second in the conference in both field goal percentage (50.0%) and free throw percentage (84.8%).

Men’s Basketball (5-12, 1-6 SSC)

The NSU men’s basketball team continues to be led by sophomore Tommy Greer (Victoria, Australia) who is averaging 11.7 points and 5.0 rebounds-per-game. Senior guard Kluis Wimbush (Fl. Lauderdale, Fla.) is second on the team with 10.0 points-per-game and is just 37-points shy of moving into third place on NSU’s all-time scoring list.
Dear NSU Community,

I can’t even begin to tell you how often I hear people say “oh, that’s so gay” when they think something is stupid, or using “he’s a fag” as a derogatory term.

I hate that.

While I’ve noticed it much more often among young people, I’ve also noticed that the people I hear using those phrases aren’t always those I would expect to be uttering such smut: homophobes. In all actuality, it’s usually people I know to be entirely indifferent to other people’s sexual orientation, or even those who have gay or lesbian friends. By now, some of those people I know are probably getting tired of my correcting them (or even giving them the occasional lecture).

Dictionary.com defines gay as “of, relating to, or having a sexual orientation to persons of the same sex.” A bit redundant, but reasonable, and at this point in our language’s history, the original meaning of bright, merry or lively has been relegated to second place. At Urbandictionary.com gay is “often used to describe something stupid or unfortunate. Originating from homophobia. Quite preferable among many teenage males in order to buff up their ‘masculinity.’” Oh yeah. Very macho, guys.

“Fag” is an even stranger and generally more offensive term to be using. A faggot is actually a bundle of sticks or bars, or, if you happen to be in the UK, a cigarette. I fail to see the connection between bundles of sticks and gay men, especially as a derogatory term.

So why do people, especially those who claim not to be against homosexuality, still think it’s okay to use these terms in a prejudicial way? It’s really no different than using racial slurs, but although most of us have been taught that those are off limits, it’s still okay to use ‘gay’ and ‘fag’ as something negative. We should ask ourselves why this is: we just had a whole week to promote unity, but this unity seems to be a little bit lopsided. While I don’t expect everyone to immediately mend their ways and the campus to be slur-free by Thursday, I do hope that anyone reading this will at least think before they open their mouths.

Sincerely,

Alisha VanHoose

Alisha VanHoose
Editor-in-Chief

---

Opinions

MATH 1030: The Tenth Circle of Hell

By Nicolle Garber
Staff Writer

I am stuck in the tenth circle of Dante’s Inferno, the nastiest and most unpleasant ring of them all. Even the great Dante himself did not write about this evil circle— the ring of MATH 1030: intermediate algebra.

If you ever visit this circle, do not be scared. Be terrified. You will see pale students sitting at desks, watching some ambiguous shadow scream and write little squiggles all over a white board that is not white, but black. The students, although in a classroom, are subjected to do all their homework and quizzes online— even though the class is not an online class.

Hmmm... you can see them sitting in grief and anguish, pecking away at keyboards and trying not to fall asleep or cry. They take their 30 minute quizzes online with 25 math problems, while the majority of the problems take about two to five minutes each: clearly 30 minutes is not enough. Some students pass, others do not. The ones who do not pass are bad in math in general, and for them to do math homework on a computer is most painful. They are old-fashioned, and would much rather turn in their homework to a teacher and do quizzes in class instead of typing in numbers —accidentally clicking a wrong button and thus failing instantly.

I am one of these students. And I wonder, what is the difference between the online MATH 1030, and the classroom math 1030 class? If I wanted to do math homework online, I would have signed up for the online class.

Please See MATHELL Page 16
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Online tests and quizzes distract away from the very essence of the classroom

I am not the only victim of this trickery; almost everyone who has ever taken MATH 1030 complains every second that “The quiz didn’t give me enough time,” “I don’t know which buttons to press,” “I don’t have the plug-ins,” “Staring at the screen so long hurts my eyes,” and “it would be easier to just turn it in class.” These complaints plague the teacher’s ears and mine, yet the teacher has no say in this conflict.

Math confounds me entirely- but I’m not using my incompetence in math to contrive a biased opinion article- this online nonsense is a waste of time. What was wrong with the simplicity of turning in homework in class, going over every single problem, doing all quizzes in class and turning them simultaneously? When I signed up for this specific class, I did not realize I would be deceived into learning from a computer. Now I get to press a million buttons to put an exponent in a box when I could just write it down with a pencil in .01 nanoseconds flat. Not to mention that students can easily cheat on the quizzes and homework because their friends can easily type the answers.

What was so inefficient about the archaic method of turning in homework to a person? It is as if MATH 1030 is such a simple concept; no one bothered to care if the program was a crock of crap and all of the students taking MATH 1030 absolutely hate its very existence.

I say “down with the system!” Down with the Course Compass communists. Now I must go back into the circle to take a five-minute quiz consisting of 34 million problems. Hopefully they are true or false: otherwise, I am most definitely screwed.